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One sentence summary: The vertical and lateral variation in assembly mechanism of the particle-associated and free-living bacterial communities.
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ABSTRACT

The assembly processes that underlie the composition and connectivity of free-living (FL) and particle-associated (PA)
bacterial communities from surface to deep waters remain little understood. Here, using phylogenetic null modeling, we
quantify the relative influence of selective and stochastic mechanisms that assemble FL and PA bacterial communities
throughout the water column in a high Arctic fjord. We demonstrate that assembly processes acting on FL and PA bacterial
communities are similar in surface waters, but become increasingly distinct in deep waters. As depth increases, the relative
influence of homogeneous selection increases for FL but decreases for PA communities. In addition, dispersal limitation
and variable selection increase with depth for PA, but not for FL communities, indicating increased residence time of taxa
on particles and less frequent decolonization. As a consequence, beta diversity of PA communities is greater in bottom than
in surface waters. The limited connectivity between these communities with increasing depth leads to highly distinct FL
and PA bacterial communities in bottom waters. Finally, depth-related trends for FL and PA beta diversity and connectivity
in this study are consistent with previous observations in the open ocean, suggesting that assembly processes for FL and PA
bacterial communities may also be distinct in other aquatic environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Microbial communities in the water column occupy diverse
niches, and their lifestyles can be broadly categorized as
particle-associated (PA) or free-living (FL), defined through an
operational size-fraction cutoff (Grossart 2010). Their taxonomic
composition (DeLong et al. 2006; Simon, Smith and Herfort 2014;
Bižić-Ionescu et al. 2015; Jain et al. 2019), genome sizes and
metabolic capabilities (Lyons and Dobbs 2012; Simon, Smith and
Herfort 2014; Liu et al. 2020), and response to environmental per-
turbations often differ between the PA and FL fractions. How-
ever, the distinction between PA and FL bacterial communi-
ties can be confounded due to particle colonization and decol-
onization (Pedros-Alio and Brock 1983), resulting in members
of the same population being identified in the two size frac-
tions (Hollibaugh, Wong and Murrell 2000; Jain and Krishnan
2017). Microbial transitions between the PA and FL lifestyles,
and their movement between heterogeneous particles, sug-
gest that microbial assembly mechanisms and interconnectiv-
ity between these size fractions may depend in part on environ-
mental conditions—the most relevant of which is likely particle
quality and concentration (Yawata et al. 2020). Hence, PA and FL
bacterial assembly mechanisms should be highly variable from
surface to deep waters, along considerable particle concentra-
tion gradients. While the composition and connectivity of PA
and FL taxa have been investigated from surface to deep waters
(Eloe et al. 2011; Thiele et al. 2015; Mestre et al. 2018; Fadeev et al.
2020), the assembly processes underlying observed community
structural patterns remain little understood.

The assembly of microbial taxa on particles may be con-
trolled by both deterministic and stochastic processes (Stegen
et al. 2012, 2013). Environmental selection of microbes—out of
a highly diverse regional species pool—that can sense, move
toward (Stocker et al. 2008; Lambert et al. 2017), attach to and
degrade particles (Enke et al. 2018, 2019) constitutes a determin-
istic process. Differential selection due to particle heterogeneity
could lead to differences in initial colonization and resulting PA
bacterial communities (Bižić-Ionescu et al. 2015; Bižic-Ionescu,
Ionescu and Grossart 2018). However, some stochasticity in the
initial colonization of particles may also lead to these taxonomic
compositional differences across particles (Cordero and Datta
2016; Datta et al. 2016). Once settled on particles, microbial com-
munities undergo a succession driven in part by substrate quan-
tity and quality, which can result in detachment of taxa, as well
as an attachment by new taxa that can exploit newly formed
niches or bioavailable substrates (Cordero and Datta 2016; Enke
et al. 2019). These processes, most explicitly studied using model
particles and marine microbial communities, are reflected in
nature through a substrate-controlled succession of microbial
communities during phytoplankton blooms (Teeling et al. 2012,
2016; Sperling et al. 2017).

Quantifying the relative influence of assembly processes that
act on PA versus FL bacteria provides insights into whether these
communities are differentially structured, but this information
is presently limited to a few systems. For instance, studies from
two freshwater lakes (Zhao et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2020) and a river-
to-bay gradient (Wang et al. 2020) have identified differences in
assembly mechanisms among PA and FL bacterial communities.
Homogeneous selection—a deterministic process that selects
for taxonomically coherent communities due to similarities in
environmental conditions (Stegen et al. 2012, 2013)—plays a pre-
dominant role in structuring FL bacterial communities (Wang
et al. 2020). In contrast, variable selection, due to heterogene-
ity in environmental conditions, such as particle composition,

may play a more important role in the assembly of PA bacte-
rial communities (Xu et al. 2020). However, assembly mecha-
nisms of PA and FL communities can be dynamic, for example, in
response to a phytoplankton bloom (Xu et al. 2020). As the imme-
diate effect of environmental changes on community assembly
can have lasting impacts on community composition, variability
in assembly mechanisms must be identified and contextualized
across temporal and spatial gradients.

Our understanding of assembly mechanisms among PA and
FL bacterial communities is notably scarce along vertical gra-
dients. This information is useful in interpreting the mecha-
nisms leading to observed vertical succession (Thiele et al. 2015;
Pelve, Fontanez and DeLong 2017), connectivity (Mestre et al.
2018; Rapp et al. 2018; Fadeev et al. 2020) and compositional dif-
ferences among PA microbial communities at various depths in
the marine water column (Salazar et al. 2016; Balmonte, Teske
and Arnosti 2018; Boeuf et al. 2019; Baumas et al. 2021; Poff et al.
2021). Defining assembly mechanisms among PA and FL micro-
bial communities may contribute to models when mapped along
environmental gradients (Stegen et al. 2015), which can be used
to predict how community composition and potentially their
biogeochemical function may be altered following pulse or press
disturbances. Thus, quantifying assembly mechanisms bears
significant ecological relevance, especially when investigated in
systems prone to or undergoing rapid changes.

Here, we investigated the extent to which assembly pro-
cesses for PA and FL bacterial communities differed spatially due
to the stratification of water masses and vertical physicochem-
ical heterogeneity. We applied a previously established phylo-
genetic null modeling approach to compare differences in the
relative importance of four assembly processes—e.g. homoge-
neous selection, variable selection, homogenizing dispersal and
dispersal limitation (Stegen et al. 2012, 2013)—between PA and FL
bacterial communities. We chose Kongsfjorden, a fjord in Sval-
bard, Arctic, as a model system to investigate vertical differences
in assembly processes between FL and PA bacterial communities
due to (i) the strong stratification of the water column during
the summer, (ii) the distinct origins of the water masses and (iii)
well-characterized composition of total bacterial communities
(Han et al. 2021), but limited understanding of the taxa that com-
prise the PA and FL fractions (Jain and Krishnan 2017, 2021; Jain
et al. 2019), especially deeper in the water column. Building on
previous observations that assembly mechanisms of FL and PA
bacterial communities vary in space (Wang et al. 2020) and time
(Xu et al. 2020), we specifically tested two related hypotheses.
First, assembly mechanisms acting upon PA and FL communi-
ties would differ in surface versus deep waters in part due to
vertically heterogeneous physicochemical conditions. Second,
with increasing depth, the relative influence of these processes
would become increasingly distinct between FL and PA bacterial
communities, likely due to the limited exchange of taxa (Yawata
et al. 2020). While investigated in a high Arctic fjord with physic-
ochemical changes over a relatively shallow depth range (down
to ∼300 m), these distinct assembly processes of PA and FL com-
munities are likely applicable to other systems in which steep
vertical gradients of particle concentrations are observed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sampling site and sample collection

Kongsfjorden is an open glacial fjord located on the north-
west coast of the Svalbard archipelago in the Arctic Ocean
(Fig. 1). Hydrography of Kongsfjorden is strongly influenced by
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Figure 1. (A) Map of Kongsfjorden depicting the sampling locations (red stars); inset shows the location of Kongsfjorden in the Svalbard archipelago (right top corner).
(B) Vertical distribution of temperature (colored area, ◦C) overlaid by salinity (black contours; top) in Kongsfjorden at the time of sampling. In the vertical distribution
diagram (panel B), the x-axis denotes the distance of sampling/CTD stations from the Kronebreen glacier and y-axis denotes the depth; the water masses are demar-
cated by the 34 and 34.65 isohalines (black contours), as well as the 3.0◦C isotherm (white contours), and the sampling depths are shown with filled diamonds (white).

The water masses are represented as SW = surface water, IW = intermediate water, AW = Atlantic water and TAW = transformed Atlantic water.

the meltwater inputs from its tidewater glaciers, Kronebreen
and Kongsvegen on the south coast, and Kongsbreen, Conway-
breen and Blomstrandbreen on the north coast (Fig. 1A) (Svend-
sen et al. 2002), and the subsurface intrusion of warm and saline
Atlantic water (AW) from the Fram Strait (Cottier et al. 2005).
Water samples were collected along the length of Kongsfjorden
from four distinct locations at three different depths, i.e. sur-
face, middle and bottom. The surface and middle depths were
fixed at 10 and 75 m, respectively, whereas the bottom depths
were variable (Fig. 1B). The sampling was conducted in Septem-
ber 2018 using workboat MS Teisten. Vertical variations in the
seawater temperature and salinity were recorded using different
sensors attached to the conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD)
(SBE 19plus, Seabird Electronics, Bellevue, WA, USA). For bac-
terial community analyses, 2 L of water sample (in triplicates)
was sequentially filtered through a 3-μm pore-size membrane
(polycarbonate, Millipore, USA) followed by a 0.22-μm pore-
size membrane (polycarbonate, Millipore, USA). After filtration,
membranes were stored frozen at −80◦C until further analysis.
Microbial biomass retained on the 3-μm prefilter was consid-
ered as the PA fraction, whereas biomass within the size ranges
of 3–0.22 μm as FL fraction (Jain et al. 2019). Several subsamples
of seawater collected at each site were stored in high-density

polypropylene bottles at –20◦C for measuring nutrients and total
organic carbon (TOC). For analyzing various particulate parame-
ters, 2 L of seawater sample (in several replicates) from each site
was filtered onto the combusted (450◦C, for 4 h) 0.7-μm pore-size
GF/F filter (Whatman, USA) and stored at –20◦C until analysis.

Nutrients and other biogeochemical parameters

The dissolved nutrients (nitrate, nitrite, silicate and phos-
phate) were measured following standard colorimetric methods
(Grasshoff et al. 1985) using Seal AA3 analytical autoanalyzer.
TOC in seawater samples was measured using potassium hydro-
gen phthalate as standard in the Shimadzu TOC-TN analyzer.
Particulate organic carbon (POC) and total particulate nitrogen
(TPN) were measured using an Elemental Analyzer (Isoprime,
Vario Isotope Cube). Chlorophyll a was measured using Turner
Fluorometer AU10 (Turner Inc., USA).

Bacterial community analyses

DNA was extracted from the 3-μm (PA fraction) and 0.22-μm (FL
fraction) filters using the FastDNA spin kit for soil (MP Biomed-
icals, USA), as per the manufacturer’s protocol. V3–V4 bacte-
rial 16S rRNA gene was amplified from the DNA samples using
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Pro341F/Pro805R primer (Takahashi et al. 2014), and amplicon
sequencing were performed using Illumina MiSeq platform 2500
at the Agrigenome Pvt. Ltd (India). The sequencing data were
processed in MOTHUR 1.44.3 following the standard operat-
ing procedure (http://www.mothur.org/wiki/MiSeq SOP) (Kozich
et al. 2013) using Pratyush High-Performance Computing facil-
ity at the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (India) (for
detailed method, please see Method S1, Supporting Informa-
tion). Differentially abundant OTUs between FL and PA fractions,
and between each sampling depth were identified using linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) effect size (LEfSe) (Segata et al. 2011)
in MOTHUR 1.44.3, using the default parameters, except mul-
ticlass parameter was set to one-against-one. Operational tax-
onomic units (OTU) with P-value <0.05 and LDA score [log10]
≥ 4were considered as differentially abundant. Raw sequencing
data were deposited in the NCBI-SRA under accession number
PRJNA727972 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/study/?acc
= PRJNA727972).

Phylogenetic null modeling

To quantify the relative importance of different assembly mech-
anisms (e.g. variable selection, homogeneous selection, dis-
persal limitation, homogenizing dispersal, undominated), we
applied a previously developed framework (Stegen et al. 2012,
2013, 2015). Briefly, β-nearest taxon index (βNTI) and Bray–
Curtis-based Raup–Crick (RCbray) scores were calculated from
pairwise comparisons of phylogenetic turnover between all FL
and PA communities, and the deviation of those values from null
models (999 permutations).The βNTI was abundance-weighted,
and the null model used was based on randomizing and shuf-
fling taxa names and abundances across tips of the phyloge-
netic tree (Stegen et al. 2013). βNTI < –2 indicates significantly
less phylogenetic turnover than expected by chance, indicat-
ing homogeneous selection. βNTI > +2 indicates significantly
higher phylogenetic turnover than expected by chance, indicat-
ing variable selection. βNTI between –2 and +2 likely indicated
stochastic processes at play, and RCbray was calculated to sep-
arate different mechanisms. RCbray < –0.95 suggests less phy-
logenetic turnover compared to the regional pool and is inter-
preted as homogenizing dispersal. In contrast, RCbray > +0.95
suggests more phylogenetic turnover compared to the regional
pool, indicating dispersal limitation. RCbray between –0.95 and
+0.95 indicates that phylogenetic turnover between microbial
communities does not deviate significantly from comparisons
to the regional pool. These values could be interpreted as eco-
logical drift shaping communities (Stegen et al. 2012, 2013), or
perhaps that the assembly of communities is ‘undominated’ by
any single dispersal or selection mechanism (Stegen et al. 2015).

Microbial source tracking

SourceTracker2 was used under default conditions for running
the microbial source tracking (MST) model (Knights et al. 2011).
Our MST model was based on the assumption that the FL bacte-
ria attach and colonize POM and are the source communities for
the corresponding PA or sink communities (Fadeev et al. 2020). To
test the predictive accuracy across various source communities
(i.e. FL) from the different sampling depths we applied the leave-
one-out approach. In this method, one of the source communi-
ties was hidden, in turn, from the model when it was trained.
Our MST model accurately predicted the sampling depth of the
surface and bottom FL communities and matched it with their
original sampling depth (Fig. 3).

Alpha- and beta diversity and their correlates

Before calculating the alpha and beta diversity, sequencing
depth was rarefied to 75 945 reads per sample. Alpha diver-
sity indices, including the observed number of OTUs or OTU
richness, inverse Simpson index and Shannon diversity index,
were calculated in MOTHUR 1.44.3. PRIMER v6 software package
(Plymouth Marine Laboratory, UK) was used for calculating the
beta diversity among samples. The square root transformed
OTU abundance data were used to calculate the Bray–Curtis
similarity index. The similarity matrix was used to perform
cluster analysis using a group-average linking method and
nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS). Two-way permu-
tational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) was
used for testing the effect of size fractionation, depths and
their interaction on Bray–Curtis dissimilarity of the bacterial
communities. The relationship between environmental vari-
ables, and distance from Kornebreen glacier, and the PA and FL
bacterial community was evaluated using stepwise distLM and
db-RDA in PRIMER V6. Before performing the distLM and dbRDA,
a preliminary diagnostic was conducted using a draftsman plot
to assess multicollinearity among the predictor variables. This
analysis reveals that TPN and POC were highly correlated (r =
0.9339). In addition, nitrate and salinity were highly correlated
to phosphate (r = 0.767 and r = 0.899, respectively). Therefore, to
avoid redundancy, we did not include TPN and phosphate in the
distLM and dbRDA. We have used detrended correspondence
analysis (DCA) to analyze the species data and found the lengths
of the gradients for both PA and FL species data to be <3. If the
length of the gradient is <3.0, the result of RDA is better than
that of CCA. Therefore, we chose RDA instead of CCA to evaluate
the relationship between species and environmental factors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Water mass stratification in Kongsfjorden

Four distinct water masses in Kongsfjorden, during the sampling
period (Fig. 1B), were identified as surface water (SW), interme-
diate water (IW), AW and transformed Atlantic water (TAW), as
per the criterion reported earlier for Kongsfjorden (Cottier et al.
2005). We choose three different depths for sampling to collect
water samples from at least three distinct water mass types
(Fig. 1A). Since the bottom depth of Kongsfjorden is variable due
to its topography, we decided to collect water samples from 5 m
above the seafloor from each sampling location. Vertical profiles
of the temperature and salinity (Fig. 1A) showed the SW (>3◦C,
<34 psu) lies atop the IW (>4◦C, 34-34.65 psu), below which a
cooler and saltier layer of AW was observed (>3◦C, >34.65 psu).
The warmer SW and IW observed during the study period could
be attributed to the intrusion of AW at depth ranged between
50-190 m, resulting in a temperature inversion (David and Krish-
nan 2017). Kongsfjorden below 50 m was filled by the AW; how-
ever, a layer of TAW (<3◦C, >34.65 psu) was found at the bottom
in the central part of Kongsfjorden, i.e. between KGF-2 and KFG-
3 (Fig. 1B). The intrusion of AW occurs throughout the summer
and by the late summer period (August-September) reaches a
quasi-steady state that can either be weakly or strongly domi-
nated by AW or TAW (Cottier et al. 2005).

Nutrients and other biogeochemical characteristics

Nitrate and phosphate concentration increased with depth,
reaching values ranging from 1.47 to 3.74 μM and 0.357 to 0.59
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μM, respectively, in the bottom depths (Table 1). Both nitrate and
phosphate showed a strong positive correlation with the salin-
ity and depth (Table S1, Supporting Information), indicating that
AW intrusion into Kongsfjorden represents a substantial source
for these nutrients that can subsequently be transported to the
surface via upwelling at the glacier front (Halbach et al. 2019).
Chlorophyll (chl) a concentration in the surface waters ranged
between 0.2 and 0.41 μg L–1, and decreased with depth, as pre-
viously observed (Calleja et al. 2017). POC and TPN were higher
in the surface water than middle and bottom waters, as previ-
ously reported (Calleja et al. 2017). C:N ratio ranged from 5.66 to
13.99, suggesting that POM is labile (Meyers 1994). TOC showed
a strong negative correlation (R = –0.976; P < 0.001; Table S1,
Supporting Information) with the distance from the glacier and
could be attributed to the supply of dissolved organic carbon
from the glacier (Hood et al. 2009). The high TOC concentration
in the inner fjord location is also consistent with the previous
observation on the elevated colored dissolved organic matter
(CDOM) concentration in the near glacier location in Kongsfjor-
den (Sagan and Darecki 2018). These physicochemical param-
eters demonstrate substantial vertical heterogeneity, alongside
observable—but less prominent—lateral variations.

Vertically resolved assembly and connectivity of FL and
PA communities

The strong vertical stratification of Kongsfjorden and the poten-
tial development of distinct microbial communities afford the
opportunity to investigate community assembly processes and
resulting community connectivity and composition across well-
defined depth layers. Using the previously developed phyloge-
netic null modeling framework (Stegen et al. 2012, 2013, 2015), we
demonstrate similarities and divergences in community assem-
bly mechanisms among FL and PA bacterial communities. Anal-
ysis of community phylogenetic turnover shows that the rela-
tive importance of ‘undominated’ assembly processes is con-
sistently moderate to high among most of the communities
(Fig. 2). This indicates that moderate to high fractions of com-
munity turnover in pairwise comparisons are not dominated
strongly by either selection or dispersal, but that these processes
may act simultaneously (Stegen et al. 2015). Earlier studies have
attributed this to ecological drift (Stegen et al. 2013), or random
birth and death of taxa; however, we instead adopt a more con-
servative definition to avoid definitive conclusions about a single
assembly mechanism when the signal is weak.

From surface to bottom waters, distinct relative influences of
assembly processes emerge between PA and FL communities. In
surface waters and averaged across stations, PA and FL micro-
bial communities are similarly structured by moderate levels of
homogeneous selection (PA = 29.3%, FL = 27.2%) and dispersal
limitation (PA = 19.6%, FL = 18.5%); minor levels of variable
selection (PA = 6.5%, FL = 4.4%) can also be detected among these
communities (Fig. 2A and B). With increasing depth in the water
column, the relative influences of assembly processes become
more distinct between FL and PA bacterial communities. Several
specific features arise, including the following: (i) the decrease of
homogeneous selection among PA bacterial communities (sur-
face = 29.3%, middle = 18.5% and bottom = 10.8%), but moderate
increase among their FL counterparts (surface = 27.2%, middle
= 42.4% and bottom = 36.9%); (ii) increase of variable selection
among PA communities (surface = 6.5%, bottom = 17.3%), but
limited to no importance of this assembly process among FL
communities in bottom waters (surface = 4.4%, bottom = 0%);

and (iii) increased influence of dispersal limitation among PA
bacterial communities—often becoming the dominant assem-
bly mechanism in bottom waters (surface = 19.6%, middle =
30.4% and bottom = 37.0%)—but its comparable relative impor-
tance among FL bacterial communities with increasing depth
(surface = 18.5%, middle = 10.9% and bottom = 14.1%) (Fig. 2B).

That different assembly mechanisms show similar relative
proportions among FL and PA bacterial communities in surface
waters suggests greater exchange between the two size frac-
tions. Additionally, the different relative influence of assembly
processes in deeper waters likely indicates less interconnectivity
between FL and PA communities. We hypothesized these to be
the case because greater exchange would likely reduce or even
eliminate size fraction-specific patterns, resulting in similar rel-
ative proportions of assembly processes across the two size frac-
tions. When the opposite is true (i.e. low exchange), then size
fraction-specific patterns likely arise, resulting in different rel-
ative influences of assembly processes. To evaluate these inter-
pretations, we used MST, a Bayesian approach, treating the FL
communities as sources of taxa that can colonize particles and
comprise the PA fraction across depth layers. A similar approach
has been applied to study the PA communities’ vertical connec-
tivity in the Fram Strait, the gateway to the Arctic Ocean (Fadeev
et al. 2020). Results from the MST model showed that the surface
FL communities (as source taxa) contributed 80%, 20% and <10%
to the PA communities from the surface, middle and bottom
depths, respectively (Fig. 3). The high proportions of surface FL
communities found in surface PA communities corroborate with
our interpretation—based on similar assembly mechanisms in
surface waters—that these communities are highly intercon-
nected in the upper water column. High particle concentrations
in surface waters could lessen the time spent by bacteria on par-
ticles as indicated by patch use theory (Yawata et al. 2020), facil-
itating frequent particle attachment/detachment that increases
exchange between PA and FL communities (Simon, Smith and
Herfort 2014; Thiele et al. 2015; Jain and Krishnan 2017).

Minor contributions (<10–20%) of the surface FL communi-
ties to the middle and bottom water PA communities (Fig. 3)
indicate weak vertical connectivity between the surface and
the deeper waters of Kongsfjorden and this could be associated
with the increased dispersal limitation among PA communities
with increasing depth (Fig. 2). In addition, the proportions of
unknown sources of taxa in PA communities increased with
depth, quantified as 5%, 20% and 30% in the surface, middle and
bottom depths, respectively (Fig. 3). This could be attributed in
part to the increased proportion of variable selection, diversity,
and numbers of rare and specialized PA OTUs with depth in
Kongsfjorden. The bottom environment might harbor more
diverse organic particles, providing more niches for the PA
bacteria. Overall, MST-based results are consistent with the
observation that the relative influences of community assembly
processes change down the water column (Fig. 2). Concurrently,
with increasing depth, the assembly mechanisms between FL
and PA bacteria become increasingly divergent, suggesting less
exchange between the two communities in deep waters. In
deeper waters where particle concentrations are lower, bacterial
residence times on particles increase to avoid longer search
times for new particles (Yawata et al. 2020). Under this scenario,
particles become increasingly disparate habitats due to the
limited movement of taxa (Fig. 3), setting the stage for distinct
trajectories of particle degradation and remineralization in
deep waters (Balmonte et al. 2020). As particles undergo distinct
degradation processes, increased compositional heterogeneity
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Figure 2. The relative importance of microbial community assembly processes (A) separated by depth and size fraction, and (B) separated by size fraction and assembly
process in the surface, middle and bottom depths. Asterisks in panel (B) denote P < 0.05 using Wilcoxon test. NS = not statistically significantly different.

Figure 3. Percentage contribution of source (free-living) communities from the different depths (surface, middle and bottom) and unknown to the sink (particle-

attached) communities, estimated using microbial source tracker model. A leave-one-out approach was used for estimating the percentage source contribution for
the FL communities (right side).

within and across particles could lead to increased variable
selection among PA communities in deep waters (Fig. 2).

Similarly, few other studies also show distinct assembly
mechanisms acting upon FL and PA bacterial communities in a
lake during a phytoplankton bloom (Xu et al. 2020), and in a river-
bay system (Wang et al. 2020). Greater influence of variable selec-
tion among PA than FL bacterial communities (Xu et al. 2020),

and the greater importance of homogeneous selection among
FL bacterial communities (Wang et al. 2020) are consistent with
our results in deeper waters (Fig. 2). However, these patterns are
temporally variable. For example, stochastic assembly mecha-
nisms decrease in relative importance both for FL and PA bacte-
rial communities during a phytoplankton bloom (Xu et al. 2020).
Additionally, our results provide evidence that assembly pro-
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Figure 4. (A) Box plot comparison of bacterial OTU richness at different sampling depths (surface, middle and bottom) between FL and PA communities. In the box plot,

the top and bottom boundaries of each box indicate 75th and 25th quartile values, respectively, and the line and a circle within each box represent the median and
mean values, respectively. The ends of whiskers indicate the lowest and the highest values in each group. (B) NMDS 2D ordination of FL and PA bacterial communities.
Distance-based linear modeling (distLM) and redundancy analysis (dbRDA) plots of (C) FL and (D) PA communities showing their relationship with the most significant

(∗P < 0.05) variables.

cesses can also be spatially variable. This spatial variability is
most prominent when considering vertical distances—i.e. the
surface to bottom waters (Fig. 2).

Quantifying the importance of assembly mechanisms, and
distinguishing their influences between FL and PA communities,
demonstrates simultaneous influences of selection and disper-
sal processes. A previous study that similarly investigated bac-
terial community assembly processes in the same fjord yielded
contrasting results: only stochastic forces were detected among
the examined communities (Han et al. 2021). However, our study
distinguished assembly processes that act upon PA and FL taxa,
as Han et al. (2021) analyzed bulk (non-size-fractionated) com-
munities. Unless mass effects dominate microbial communities,
purely stochastic assembly mechanisms are unlikely in nature,
especially considering the observed phylogenetic conservation
among FL and PA taxa that comprise the entire bacterial commu-
nity (Schmidt et al. 2016), as well as the deterministic influence
of salinity differences on microbial communities in fjords (Bal-
monte et al. 2020). Thus, a combination of environmental selec-
tion and stochastic forces simultaneously structure these dis-
tinct but often connected PA and FL communities, as observed
here and in other studies (Wang et al. 2020; Xu et al. 2020).

Alpha diversity, beta diversity, and environmental
sources of variation of PA and FL communities

A total of 3 365 592 V3–V4 bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences
were obtained from the 24 samples. After rarefying the sequenc-
ing depth of each sample to 75 945 reads, a total of 4921 OTUs
were obtained (Table S4, Supporting Information). All the sam-
ples showed a very high species coverage index (>99%) (Table

S2, Supporting Information) and the rarefaction curve showed
asymptote in most samples (Fig. S1A–C, Supporting Informa-
tion). This indicates that an adequate level of sequencing per
sample has been performed. Species richness (observed number
of OTUs; T = 5.6, df = 22, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4A) and the diversity
(inverse Simpson; T = 6.15, df = 22, P < 0.05 and Shannon diver-
sity index; T = 7.99, df = 22, P < 0.05) of the PA communities
were significantly higher (two-tailed Student’s t-test) than FL
communities (Fig. S1D and E, Supporting Information). The
higher diversity of the PA communities than FL concurs with
previous reports from surface waters of Kongsfjorden (Jain et al.
2019), Canadian Arctic (Ortega-Retuerta et al. 2013) and the
Baltic Sea (Rieck et al. 2015). With increasing depth, PA and FL
alpha diversity exhibited distinct trends: whereas species rich-
ness increased with depth among PA communities, while those
for the FL communities it remained relatively uniform (Fig. 4A).
Advection of distinct PA communities via Atlantic waters might
have contributed to the higher diversity among PA communities
in the intermediate and bottom waters (Storesund et al. 2017).
Overall, the compositional heterogeneity of particles and the
microhabitats within particles likely promote the coexistence
of a highly diverse bacterial community that occupies distinct
niches (Simon, Smith and Herfort 2014; Schmidt et al. 2020).

Beta diversity based on the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity index
and ordinated using NMDS illustrates the compositional dis-
tinction between PA and FL communities (Fig. 4B; PERMANOVA,
Table S3, Supporting Information), extending previous findings
in surface waters of Kongsfjorden (Jain et al. 2019) to bottom
waters. In addition, vertical trends of PA and FL beta diversity are
consistent with results based on the phylogenetic null modeling
and MST. First, the dissimilarity between PA and FL bacterial
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communities increases with depth, evident in the increased
distances between the two fractions in the NMDS (Fig. 4B).
This prominent compositional separation between PA and FL
in deep waters parallels the increasingly distinct assembly
processes (Fig. 2) and connectivity, based on the MST analysis
(Fig. 3). Second, higher beta diversity (greater dispersion) among
deepwater PA bacterial communities (Fig. 4B), but lower beta
diversity (tighter clustering) among their FL counterparts are
consistent with the greater influence of variable selection
and homogeneous selection on the PA and FL communities,
respectively (Fig. 2). Large variations in the particle quality and
chemical composition across sampling sites (Table 1) likely
underlie the high beta diversity among PA bacterial commu-
nities (Jain et al. 2019). Moreover, these findings are consistent
with observations that deepwater particles and the ambient
water are occupied by the community with highly distinct
niches and lifestyles (Thiele et al. 2015; Salazar et al. 2016).

Stepwise distLM and db-RDA were applied to find potential
factors that impose both selection and stochasticity on FL
and PA communities, including environmental variables, and
geographic distance from the Kornebreen glacier, a proxy for
terrestrial and freshwater influence. Salinity was the most
significant (P < 0.05) variable that explained ∼50% of the total
variation in the FL and PA bacterial communities (Fig. 4C and
D). Differences in salinity led to the vertical partitioning of
the surface communities (both FL and PA) from the middle
and bottom communities. Differences in salinity are due to
the distinct origins and transformations of water masses in
Kongsfjorden (Cottier et al. 2005). Physicochemical conditions
are observed widely to shape bacterial biogeography locally in
Kongsfjorden (Han et al. 2020), in the Atlantic Ocean (Agogué
et al. 2012), in the Arctic Ocean (Galand et al. 2010; Balmonte,
Teske and Arnosti 2018) and in global oceans (Sunagawa et al.
2015). Salinity, in particular, has been shown as an important
selective force among bacterial communities in another high
Arctic fjord (Balmonte et al. 2020), in other freshwater-to-marine
systems (Simon, Smith and Herfort 2014; Fortunato and Crump,
2015; Satinsky et al. 2015); however, as salinity differences also
in part distinguish water masses, they can also constitute a geo-
graphic barrier to dispersal (Galand et al. 2010), which can lead
to stochastic community changes due to dispersal limitation.

Distance from the Kornebreen glacier seems to have a less
prominent, but statistically significant (P < 0.05) influence on the
horizontal variations of the FL and PA communities in Kongsfjor-
den (Fig. 4B). Lateral variations in the FL community structure,
especially in the middle and bottom depths, are concurrent with
the gradual increase in the homogeneous selection and disper-
sal limitation from the outer to the inner fjord (Fig. 2). On the
other hand, the PA communities from the middle/intermediate
layers were strongly influenced by the distance and C:N ratio,
separating the communities into two groups (Fig. 4D). These
depths (around ∼50 m) at Kongsfjorden are highly influenced by
the intrusion of AW, suggesting the influence of advective forc-
ing on the FL and PA communities (Storesund et al. 2017). C:N
ratio of POM at the intermediate depth showed a gradual decline
with decreasing distance (Table 1), indicating qualitative differ-
ences of POM. In this fjord, these differences are likely due to dis-
tinct water mass origins (Jain et al. 2019), as observed for POM in
another high Arctic fjord (Balmonte et al. 2020). Sustained lateral
separation of different water masses especially in the interme-
diate layers in this fjord may also underlie the strong dispersal
limitation observed among PA communities at the two outer-
most stations (KG1 and KG2; Fig. 2). Toward the glacier (e.g. KGF3
and KGF4), the strong influence of dispersal limitation among PA

Figure 5. Schematic of the spatially distinct relative importance of assembly pro-
cesses that influence varying composition and connectivity of microbial com-

munities from surface to bottom waters. PA versus FL bacterial communities are
depicted by different, individual symbols for simplicity. Assembly processes in
bold font indicate the dominant selective (e.g. variable and homogeneous selec-

tion) versus stochastic (i.e. dispersal limitation) processes influencing PA ver-
sus FL bacterial communities in surface waters (top) versus middle and bottom
depths (bottom). Assembly processes not shown in bold are those with minor
influence. The relative importance of ‘undominated’ processes was substantial

for all community, but it was not included to focus on mechanisms that differ in
relative importance between PA and FL bacterial communities. POM = particu-
late organic matter.

communities disappears, indicating abrupt changes in assem-
bly over a relatively short lateral distance. Overall, our results
demonstrate strong vertical differences in FL and PA commu-
nity assemblies, combined with subtle lateral changes in these
processes that are linked to the intrusion of AW in the fjord.

Bacterial community structure and depth-specific
indicator FL and PA taxa

Bacterial communities in the FL fractions, at all sampling
depths, were dominated by the Alphaproteobacteria (phylum
Proteobacteria), accounting for >50% of the total FL reads (Fig.
S2, Supporting Information). The dominance of Alphaproteobac-
teria in the surface water of Kongsfjorden during the late
summer season (August–September) has been reported earlier
(Jain and Krishnan 2017; Jain et al. 2019, 2020; Thomas, Sinha
and Krishnan 2019). Alphaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacte-
ria, Verrucomicrobiae and Bacteroidia were the most abundant
taxa observed among the PA communities (Fig. S2, Support-
ing Information). Some of the bacterial taxa showed depth-
specific distribution. For instance, members of the class Nitro-
spira (nitrite-oxidizing bacteria) and phylum Nitrospinota were
more abundant in the FL fractions at the bottom depths (Fig. S2,
Supporting Information). However, in the PA fractions, Phycis-
phaerae and OM190 clade were more abundant in the middle
and bottom depths, especially (Fig. S2, Supporting Information).

We performed differential abundance analysis using LEfSe to
identify depth-specific indicator FL and PA taxa. This analysis
showed five, one and three FL OTUs that were highly and dif-
ferentially abundant in the surface, middle and bottom waters,
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respectively. Among the PA communities, four, eight and five
OTUs were differentially abundant in the surface, middle and
bottom waters, respectively (Figs S3 and S4, Supporting Infor-
mation). Identification of more differentially abundant PA OTUs
suggests greater depth-specific differentiation of PA communi-
ties than observed among FL communities. FL and PA indicator
taxa are likely metabolically diverse, based on the known eco-
logical roles of closely related taxa. Among FL indicator taxa,
OTUs belonging to Nitrincolaceae, Amylobacter, Sulfitobacter,
Polaribacter, Candidatus Actinomarina, Nitrospinaceae, Nitrospira
and Thioglobaceae suggest putative roles in nitrite oxidation
(Füssel et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2019), sulfur oxidation (Rogge et al.
2017) and dark carbon fixation (Pachiadaki et al. 2017). PA indi-
cator OTUs include members of Roseibacillus, Luteolibacter, Fluvi-
icola, Ulvibacter, OM60, Alteromonas and Planctomycetota, among
several others (Figs S3 and S4, Supporting Information). Taxa
closely related to these OTUs have been identified as abundant
on particles in Kongsfjorden (Jain and Krishnan 2017; Jain et al.
2019), as well as in deep marine waters (Salazar et al. 2015),
with putative roles in the degradation of high molecular weight
organic matter (Teeling et al. 2012) and utilization of oligopep-
tides and lipids (Fuchs et al. 2007; Jang et al. 2011). Identifica-
tion of these putatively metabolically diverse FL and PA taxa
further highlights the consequences of depth-specific assembly
processes and resulting community structure on biogeochemi-
cal processes in different layers of the marine water column.

Broader spatial and temporal implications

Our study demonstrates that the increasingly distinct PA and
FL bacterial community assembly mechanisms with increasing
depth in a stratified fjord water column coincide with decreas-
ing connectivity and similarity between the two communities
(Fig. 5). These patterns are brought upon by a combination
of deterministic and stochastic processes that are intricately
linked to environmental characteristics. Particle heterogeneity
and decreasing concentration with depth (Table 1), and the pres-
ence of distinct water masses, impose variable selection and dis-
persal limitation, respectively, on PA communities (Fig. 5). These
processes limit the exchange of taxa across particles, as well as
between the PA and FL fractions that lead to increasingly dis-
tinct PA and FL communities in deep waters. Hence, while this
study is carried out in a fjord model system, distinct mecha-
nisms shaping PA and FL communities may also be observed
where steep vertical gradients of particle concentrations are
found, especially in coastal oceans. For example, our observa-
tion that PA and FL communities exhibit high and low beta diver-
sity in deep waters, respectively, is in accordance with findings
that PA—but not FL—communities show basin-specific group-
ings in bathypelagic waters (Salazar et al. 2016); these beta diver-
sity trends are also consistent with organic matter-degrading
capabilities of PA bacteria with increasing depth in the Pacific
Ocean (Balmonte et al. 2021). Increasingly distinct assembly pro-
cesses between these two communities, coupled with the lim-
ited exchange, might be among several mechanisms leading to
prominent compositional separation between PA and FL com-
munities in the mesopelagic (Baumas et al. 2021), bathypelagic
(Salazar et al. 2015) and even in the hadopelagic systems (Eloe
et al. 2011).

While likely relevant on a broader spatial scale, our findings
additionally have importance in a temporal and more local con-
text. These community assembly mechanisms and connectivity,
identified in a well-studied, high Arctic fjord, are inherently tied

to water mass dynamics in this system. Alterations in the envi-
ronmental context can conceivably result in immediate micro-
bial community changes, taking into consideration the rapid
responses of microorganisms to stimuli. Increasing freshwater
flow from melting glaciers (Sejr et al. 2017) could alter present,
active or surviving taxa in fjords, imposing selection on the basis
of their tolerance to salinity changes (Balmonte et al. 2020), or
genetic drift due to dispersal limitation should these waters
increasingly stratify in the outer reaches of the fjord. In tandem,
high discharge volumes could lead to homogenizing dispersal,
or mass effects (Adams, Crump and Kling 2014), especially at—or
closer to—points of discharge. Freshening and warming of sur-
face waters intensify stratification, which throughout the polar
regions are expected to coincide with stimulated microbial car-
bon processing and respiration (Kirchman, Moran and Ducklow
2009). Thus, in a system presently viewed as a surface area-
normalized ‘hot spot’ of carbon burial (Smith et al. 2015), char-
acterizing disturbance-related changes in microbial assembly
mechanisms and their impacts on ecosystem functioning (Knel-
man and Nemergut 2014) is a critical priority in future studies.
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